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S TUDIO ELIASSON

Olafur Eliasson: (Icelandic: Ólafur Elíasson; born 1967) is a 
Danish-Icelandic artist known for sculptures and large-scale 
installation art employing elemental materials such as light, water, 
and air temperature to enhance the viewer’s experience. In 1995 
he established Studio Olafur Eliasson in Berlin, a laboratory for 
spatial research. Olafur represented Denmark at the 50th Venice 
Biennale in 2003 and later that year installed The Weather Project 
in the Turbine Hall of Tate Modern, London.
In 1996, Olafur started working with Einar Thorsteinn, an architect 
and geometry expert 25 years his senior as well as a former friend 
of Buckminster Fuller.

Einar Thorsteinn: (1942–April 28, 2015) was an Icelandic architect 
with an interest in geometrical structures.[1] Thorsteinn was a 
follower of Buckminster Fuller and he worked with polyhedral and 
spherical shapes. He graduated from Technical University of 
Hannover. He worked with Frei Otto from 1969-1972 helping to 
design the Munich Olympiapark for the 1972 Summer Olympics. 
He then started the Constructions Lab in Iceland and experi-
mented with tensile structures.[2] He started a long collaboration 
with artist Olafur Eliasson. Early results from the collaboration 
included geodesic dome structures, he also worked with cells 
with fivefold symmetry used in the Harpa Reykjavik Concert. 

/ 2008 - 2004
/ Berlin                          



Olafur Eliasson 
Werkstatt & Büro 
Invalidenstr. 50–51 
10557 Berlin 
Germany 

T + 49.30.425.38.48 
F + 49.30.428.51.479 
studio@olafureliasson.net

Contact:    Phone   Email 
Olafur Eliasson   +49.30.4253848  studio@olafureliasson.net  

To whom it may concern, 

I have known Gianluca Malgeri since 2002, where he participated in a course I taught at Università luav di Venezia and 

worked with me. The following year he assisted with the installation of my work in The Danish Pavilion for the Venice 

Biennale, and since 2004 he has been a valuable collaborator at my studio in Berlin. Here he has shown dedication and skilled 

craftsmanship in developing and realising ideas for artworks, including extensive modelling in various materials. 

As an artist, Luca has proven his talent in conceptually sound, yet simple, evocative and poetic artworks. I particularly 

appreciate his sculptural investigations and critical reflections about the re-organisation of reality.  

As the owner of one of his artworks using the tiles of typical German stoves, I have a keen interest in his archaeological 

investigations: the works Torre di Ishstar (2004), Faro di Alessandria (2006), and Torre di Arianna (2006) constitute an 

exploration of the tower as generic form. At the same time they appear as building elements for larger structures, perhaps even

the pillars of a new utopian architecture. This combination of subtle displacements and visionary engagement gives the works 

gravity. 

I warmly support Luca’s artistic practice and recommend that he is given the opportunity to show his work to a larger 

audience. 

Best regards, 

Olafur Eliasson 

Olafur Eliasson / Invalidenstr. 50–51 / D–10557 Berlin

 25.02.2008 



Sketch of Eliasson about the Tree Trunk Table project

Few of drawings for the Tree Trunk Table.

TREE TRUNK TABLE
 

In Eliasson studio I worked for four years and I participated 
in various kind of art projects. For this one my task was to 
learn how to use the space-frame construction set colled 
Zometool, and I had to study the system of this game for 
build the same shapes in stain steel. I also had to learn  to 
welding in TIG technique. Einar has followed me through-
out the project as a guru of the golden section. The final 
composition has been used as a support for a slice of tree-
table, hence the title of the of the artwork.



Working with Zometool Einar working on something with Zometool

Proof of the twin shapes

Zometool, metal copy 

TREE TRUNK TABLE
 

The NASA started using the Zometool for virus research in 
space, and for a space station project. 



Tree Trunk Table, finals pictures

Tree Trunk Table, finals pictures

TREE TRUNK TABLE
 







A part of the model room, some of these models are made by me 

A laboratory of maditiating space exhibition. Prepared Along with Einar

My first period Important in the studio coincide with the 
construction of copper models. Once I started working on 
models, the model room became the project of which I was 
more tied in the studio. Together with Einar we set up the 
exhibition, taking care of models and arrangement, In the 
studio each one follows a few projects, and this was one 
where I spent long time. I constructed many models and 
some of them  are now in museums and private collections.

THE MODEL ROOM



Model room at Moderna Museet, Stockholm

Details of the model room.

Some models That I did 

THE MODEL ROOM



  Donath, welded in TIG tecnic

The Donat project

The Donat 

This is a model that I built in a second version with the 
addition of a sprirale that developed inside and around  
the donut. Einar explained to me how to build it, all rings 
are intersected among them.

THE MODEL ROOM



Quasi brick open form

Model for the Quasi Brick Tower

 Built form in cardboard 

The Quasi Brick is a form designed by Einar and Olafur 
used for covering architectural surfaces, and also for Harpa 
a concert hall and conference center in Reykjavik, Iceland. I 
built of these forms in cardboard I think at least 40, and one 
wood with the carpenter, I think a part of these are in the 
model room.

THE MODEL ROOM



The Antispective Situation, 50th Venice Biennale,
 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa.

The blind pavilion, inside viewThe blind pavilion, outside view

Assistent  for the installation of the Danish pavilion “The 
blind pavilion” at the 50th Venice Biennale, IT.THE BLIND PAVILION 



Outside view of the project

YOUR  MOBILE 
EXPECTATIONS

In this project I only took part to make a plastermodel of 
the hydrogen car, then Olafur intervened. This is a project 
sponsored by BMW. 



 Plastermodel of the BMW project

YOUR  MOBILE 
EXPECTATIONS



Olafur want to make legs to a table and must look like seaweed

My drawings for the seaweed table

SEAWEED TABLE In this project, I only participated for the modeling in 
claymodel of the table lags. Olafur asked me to study the 
shape of seaweed. Subsequently have been generated a 
cast in bronze. 





S TOFANEL /  S TEFANELL

 Giovanna Stefanel - Stoffel: spent many years working as an art 
director alongside her father, founder of the fashion label 
STEFANEL. Today she is a shareholder of the company and on the 
board of directors. As the Creative Director and Head of Commu-
nications at STOFANEL Investment AG, her flair for design, style 
and originality is now invested in various projects worldwide. Our 
aspiration is to set new standards of environmental and social 
sustainability within the property market. The head office of 
STOFANEL Investment AG and STOFFEL Holding GmbH is 
located in Berlin.

Wiel Arets Architects (WAA): is a globally active architecture 
and design firm, whose work extends to education and publish-
ing, with studios located in the Netherlands, Germany, and 
Switzerland. Comprised of an international team of architects, 
designers, thinkers, and administrators, the firm is currently 
involved in large number of projects throughout Europe, North 
America, Asia, and Africa. Its architecture and design emerges 
from research and a balance of hybrid-programming solutions, 
which adapt to and anticipate future contextual change.

/ 2014 - 2010
/ Berlin                          



Giovanna Stefanel, with who I work sometimes, called me 
because we have to draw a pattern. She  asked me if I could 
work with the an architect to improve the design. Moritz of 
WAA and I, we work on it for a solution. 

TRUMAN PLAZA 
PROJECT

Pattern designed of Moritz form WAA Detail pattern, designed of Moritz form WAA

Other Side of the Architectural Complex Detail of the building

Technical details of the window and the arrangement of the vertical patternColor proofing for the changes
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 Template of 3 types of tones, on the order decided

After speaking with Moritz and Giovanna, I realized that the 
time to work on the pattern was not much. I decided to 
minimize the changes of the existing drawing. I made three 
variations of the same design, each one has different 
sections of empty and full color campiture, so that if the 
pattern is  individually or overlying together, create various 
light and dark tonality.

TRUMAN PLAZA 
PROJECT

Pattern designed of Moritz form WWA On already existing pattern, I worked  on the chiaroscuro

Test of the color on the color brick

 3 types of tones, on the order decided

 3 types of tones 

A



WINDOW DISPLAY Proposal for Stefanel shop windows during Milano Expo. 
Two pictures displayed of the same subject, one hung on 
the sidelines of the glass at the window in semi-transparent 
material. The other photograph on the bottom of the expo-
sition space of window with the backlight. Positioned on 
the same axis the overlap create a three-dimensional 
effect. In the center a cut door to receive the manikin, to 
highlight the piece of clothing.

Two pictures of the same subject, one of it is  in semi-transparent materialDetail of the the three-dimensional effect

Possible components to display the accessories. Decorative elements to be positioned inside the store

100 CMSEMI-TRANSPARENT

NORMAL 



WINDOW DISPLAY

Visualization  of the final proposal

Visualization  of the final proposal



These drawings are some proposals for Stofanel about  
how divulge the brand in the city of Berlin. The basic 
concept is how to highlight the relationship between home 
and nature. Hereinafter are sketched out ideas for event 
and accessories, that should bring back some catch-
phrase that are part of the company philosophy. 

STOFANELL
MARTKETING 
PROMOTION

Ideas for stofanel promotions in public space Ideas for stofanel promotions in public space

Ideas for stofanel promotions in public space

Beauty mirror with the Stofanel phrases in transparency

Toy at Interlocking colorful  with Stofanel phrases in transparency

STOFANEL
MARKETING 
PROMOTION



BALDI  HOME JEWLES

Baldi: founded in 1867 as florentine atelier of an ancestor of Baldi 
family. Baldi crates decorative art objects and forniture, bronze 
casting, semi precious stones ( amethyst, malachite and lapis 
lazuli), mosaics and crystals, combining quality materials and 
finest craftsmanship. To satisfy its wealthy and discerning clients, 
Baldi has not only focused on renewing, customising and 
modernising its line of products, buti t ha salso recently 
exspanded its research in to contemporary design. Just as it is did 
at the beginning pf its history, it aims at fostering a relationship 
between art and artists and at promoting new and original works 
that represent the sophistication and exclusivity of this florentine 
brand. The winners were announced at the Museo del Novecento 
in Milan’s Piazza Duomo with Gianluca Malgeri taking first prize 
for his stunning sculpture “Metamorfosi”. Baldi plans to produce 
the finalist sketches.

/ 2014
/ Florence                        



Modello A
rame, carta
220 x 170 x 100mm 

Modello B
rame, carta
220 x 170 x 120mm 

  3D Rendering

Modello Metamorphosis
rame, carta
295 x 215 x 425mm 

Modello Metamorphosis
rame, carta
295 x 215 x 425mm 

Metamorphosis, 2014 
Decorazione: sulla base

Metamorphosis, 2014 
Forma della base

Colore (con base bianca):

Pattern:

Metamorphosis, 2014 
Decorazione: lato della base

Colore (con base bianca):

Forma_angolo smussato:

W340

r5

H55

H55

D250

Metamorphosis, 2014 
Decorazione: sulla base

Metamorphosis, 2014 
Forma della base

Colore (con base bianca):

Pattern:

Metamorphosis, 2014 
Decorazione: lato della base

Colore (con base bianca):

Forma_angolo smussato:

W340

r5

H55

H55

D250

This project won the first prize in a competition. Baldi The 
company is committed to make three copies of the project 
in the traditional crafts techniques in their workshops in 
Florence. My participation in this contest was just the wish 
to work alongside such great craftsmen, such as of the 
“Opificio delle Pietre Dure“ in Florence, with which the 
company Baldi cooperates. 

First draft and the final project

Rhinoceros 3D rendering and final projectThe pattern is inspired by the Taj Mahal decorations

First experiment, using a double profile

First study for the rotation of the stairs

  Idea: profilo – porta 

  Idea: base a due scale   Idea: profilo – porta – scale 

BALDI
ART AWARD



This is the pattern designed to be implemented with the 
technique of semi-precious stones. The design is inspired 
by the Taj Mahal decorations. The decoration is applied on 
the side of the a marble base.

Pattern in detail, designed in Illustrator by Arina Endo

First attempt for the cutting pattern on the stone

Pattern of marble, side profile

BALDI
ART AWARD 



MODELING  TEMPL ATES

/ 2016 - 2009
/ Rome - London - Berlin-                         

Several projects are collected hat have required the construc -
tion of various types of models. From three-dimensional to the 
modeling with manual techniques, like solder with copper. Such  
projects are present in order to understand my skills of modeling.



Berlin daily newspaper. The front page of culture insert, 
about my playground research. Berlin can reflect very 
much the land of leisure. The City is the home for most 
creative of all fields, who come from all over Europe. In 
Berlin the life it flows slowly and each one can devote much 
time to leisure and educational recreation. 

DER TASGESSPIGEL
MEHR BERLIN



REINVENTING
THE PLAYGOUNDS

This is an ongoing project started by the fascination for the 
history of the playground and especially from designers 
such as Aldo Van Eyke and Isamu Naguchi. I started using 
rhinoceros to redesign these forms in 3d, respecting the 
original design and build a scale model with a technique to 
me congenial. These tubular steel playgrounds in Europe 
are no longer in use because the safety regulations have 
become more stringent. In Japan these structures are still 
active, for me it is an opportunity to exspand  my archive.

ISAMU NOGUCHI

Playground exercises, 3d modeling

Playground exercises, 3d modeling

Playground exercises, 3d modelingALDO VAN EYCK



REINVENTING
THE PLAYGOUNDS

Playground exercises, 3d modeling

Playground exercises, 3d modeling

Playground exercises, 3d modeling

The images below are some exercises of studing the  
playgroud. The most interesting models , I founded in in 
Denmark. The Scandinavian countries in Europe have 
been pioneers in the development of this topic.

Gialuca Malgeri 2015

Gialuca Malgeri 2015



REINVENTING
THE PLAYGOUNDS

Playground exercises, 3d modeling

Playground exercises, sidePlayground exercises, fornt

The playground and the public space are two subject that 
interest me very much, not only as an artist but, also as 
possible future playground designer. I hope one day to 
build outdoor gym-playground for adults. 



 Details

Planning and construction

REINVENTING
THE PLAYGOUNDS



PLAY-TOY

PLAY-TOY

REINVENTING 
THE PLAYGOUNDS

 Combined playground, 3d design, copper welding, 25 x 25 x 50 cm



This chair is the single largest model I built. An interesting 
construction detail to note is that, the chair was built by a 
single wire rod in copper, 1 centimeter wide and 10 meters 
long, this was shaped without any cuts, but only by folded.

Sequence of the folded points

REINVENTING 
THE PLAYGOUNDS

Rethink  a chair  for the businessmen, copper, soldering,125 x 80 x 80 cm

 Project •

 Project •

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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THE GARDEN 
OF DAPHNE

The model views, and bases for modeling The model views, and bases for modeling

 Profiles for modeling the shape During the construction of the model

Some pictures of the construction phase Model variant covered with climbing plants

This project starts from the request of a customer to deco-
rate the fountain in her garden. I decided to create a very 
simple bust to be built in tubular solid iron. The sculpture 
was repeated in another garden in London, but this time is 
a pavilion for children with a small door on one side, which 
allows access only to children. The iron corset must be 
covered by climbing plants that change color with the 
seasons. By building the model I check the proportions 
and the order for the future construction. 



3.00

0.
20

steel hoops (part of artwork)
for fixing sculpture to concrete foundation (by others)
through stone surround

decorative stone surround by others

decorative stone 
surround (by others)

concrete foundation (by others)

brick base to stone 
surround (by others)

3 x concrete foundation (by others)

resin anchor (by others)

3 x steel hoops (part of artwork)
for fixing sculpture to concrete 
foundation (by others)

grass lawn

light coloured gravel 
with ivy plating - to trail up sculpture

LIGHTING IDEALLY FROM OBLIQUE ANGLE FROM ABOVE

2.38

2.
91

15/08/2012

Ben Allen | Architect
Daphne by Gianluca Malgeri

Revisions:

1: 20

A3
Drawing size

BA

Project

General Arrangement Drawing
Plan + Section
(Do not scale from this drawing)

Drawing Content

Drawing Number

Drawn

elacSetaD

GA 01 option 1

THE GARDEN 
OF DAPHNE

These are the finished works, the model, the fountain and 
the pavilion in the coating step of the climbing plant.

Planning for anchoring the structure to the ground Final view of the fountain, Berlin

Final view of the pavilion during the coating, LondonThe final model for the presentation of the project 
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THE ADVENTURES
OF PINOCCHIO

From Artist Mannequin, proportionally I made a copy in 3d 
composed of a lines grid. Everything has been transfered 
in 2D and printed to shaped the profiles with copper wires 
and thereafter combine them to realize the various pieces 
of the body. This is the largest model that I made with 
copper technique learned  from Einar.

Artist Mannequin as a template

Artist Mannequin template, 3D Artist Mannequin Head, Nose,torso, pelvis, 2d



This is an art project, and I know that is not appropriate to 
your inquiries. But I think here it is highlighted the 
modeling abilities. The work consists of many structures 
one inside the other. And it is done everything by hand. 
The sculpture is 370m high, same as the top height of the 
gallery. This work without the design in 3d would be almost 
impossible for me. Rhino is an integral part for modeling 
my projects. 

Image of the torso during filling of the organs (lungs, heart backbone)

Workshop In Berlin Some Pictures during the contruction phase

Image of some complete parts, and bonded together View of the finished work that fits perfectly in the space

THE ADVENTURES
OF PINOCCHIO



GADGET 
FOR BOOKSHOP 
MUSEM M.A.R.C.A.

The project consists on put together a lay-figure and a 
brush used by a famous painter. The result is a pinocchio 
artist or artist pinocchio, but basically a toy for children. I 
think it is a fun object inexpensive to produce and a new 
interpretation of the famous Collodi's Pinocchio. I am 
mediating with the M.A.R.C.A. Museum in Italy to convince 
them to produce 100 units to be sold in their bookshop.



HAKA department: is 
RETAIL Breuninger Menswear Department – »It’s a Man’s World«, 
the biggest in Europe In co-operation with the architects’ office
HMKM and Brinkworth, DIA – Dittel Architekten is commissioned
to implement and realise the reconstruction of the HAKA depart-
ment in the Breuninger flagship store in Stuttgart to provide one  
of the largest men’s departments in Europe.

Villa Harteneck
s a full service Interior Design shop that can handle everything
home interiors related: furniture, accessories, accessories, 
dinnerware, flowers, gardens and event event styling.

ISSI VREA : is an original laboratory of different strategies, linked 
to memory enhancement and design of the city in transformation. 
A laboratory that has the ability to deal with high quality architec-
ture and building, due to the presence of the rich heritage left by 
Olivetti to City

/ 2011 - 2008
/ Berlin                          

COLL ABOR ATION AS DR AWER



VILLA HARTENECK

Visualization of the project, hand drawing Visualization of the project, hand drawing

Visualization of the project, hand drawing Details, hand drawings

Design for a chair, hand drawing Design for a chair, hand drawing

For a short period I worked for Villa Harteneck, to 
designed the presentation of interior design projects. It 
was great fun, wrapped with architects in an hour before 
the meeting I redid the drawing more times, until we found 
the right color for each details. Often very quick sketches 
with a light retouching in watercolor.



HAKA DEPARTMENT

Visualization of the project, hand-drawing + rendering

I collaborate on this project just to make a drawing of their 
project, after they integrated into their digital.

A RC HI TE K TON IS C H E M ODULAN SI C H TEN I N 3 D
AU S SI C H T DER BAR

MODULS y STEME ZUR WARENPR ä SENTATION

ENTWURF

-48-

3.2.7. SKI ZZE
          MAR K TPLATZ  M I T  SITZN IS C H E

ENTWURF

display space shelf space
hangers

cafe seating / 
magazine areaglass display cabinet glass display cabinet

shelf space

   glass display cabinet

   changing room

   shelf space

   shop / room

   cafe / bar

   hanging space

   bar seating 

   display space

-12-

STRATEGIE 1.6.  PO SI T I ON I ERUNG I M KONTEXT DER BREUN I NGER 
       H A K A -A BTE I LUNG

IN H ALTL I C H

Die Trend Area scha�t den Brückenkopf zwischen Breunin -
ger Classic, Modern und Trend präsentiert in Kombination 
die Speerspitze aktueller M enswear F ashion: Sophisticated 
U rban W ear.

R ÄUML I C H

Als zentraler O rientierungspunkt  strukturiert die Trend Area 
die  HAKA  Ebene  im  2.  OG.  Die  klare  Designsprache  di�eren -
ziert die Area als Highlight. Für den Kunden funktioniert sie 
als visueller Angelpunkt, an dem er sich orientiert. So er -
schließt er sich die HAKA Ebene ausgehend von diesem Be -
reich.    

KOMMUN IK AT IV

Als Kompetenz in Sachen T rend & F ashion  strahlt die Trend 
Area auf  sämtliche Bereiche der HAKA ab, verortet diese im 
Trend-Umfeld als relevante Key-Player der aktuellen Mode. 



ISSI IVREA

 Details of Olivetti factory in Ivrea

 Structural details of the Olivetti factory in Ivrea

Structural details of the Olivetti factory in Ivrea

The ISSI, is International Summer School of Ivrea, organ-
ized by the Polytechnic of Milan, department of Urban 
Planning. Since long time a group of teachers are try to turn 
into to  a UNESCO heritage the factory built by Olivetti to 
enhance the architectural complex for the structural 
innovation, an example of urban archeology. It was great to 
work with 25 urban planners and to learn about the history 
of Olivetti.



ISSI IVREA

 Structural details of the Olivetti factory in Ivrea

 Structural details of the Olivetti factory in Ivrea

 Structural details of the Olivetti factory in Ivrea

These are handmade drawings to imagine the Olivetti 
factories disused, like new and ready to accept new 
projects.



PROJEC TS

/ 2017 - 2014
/ Berlin - Tokyo                        

In this chapter are collected few projects.



From the study circle I thought a possible carpet that is 
not just for the floor but that it adheres to the walls.HOOP 

CARPET PROJECT 

Examples of adaptation

 Adaptation of the carpet in an museum



HOOP
BRACELET PROJECT

From the study of the geometric shape of the circle, I  
developed this idea for a possible bracelet which can also 
become a pair of ears ring but also node for a necklace. 
The bracelet has two sides which can be used, and 
comfortable It does not prevent the wrist movement.

Bracelet study, drawing

Bracelet study, photographs of the copper prototype

Bracelet study, photographs of the copper prototype



HOOP
BRACELET PROJECT

Bracelet study, box for the bracelet

Photograph of how you will see the bracelet



From the study of the geometric, I created a lamp, which I 
used several times for my exhibits. A metal structure in a 
pentagonal shape receives five ceramic lids, on three 
levels, and rotate on themselves to get stuck. 

HOOP 
LIGHT PROJECT

Photograph shadow effect

Photo of the lamp



PUBLIC PROJECTS

Underground rocking banch

badbedbench






